
INSTRUO Cš-L – DRAFT MANUAL  
 
OSCILLATORS 
 
Two analogue oscillators. Oscillator A on top and B on bottom. 
A is a sawtooth cored circuit which produces natural Sine, Triangle, Sawtooth and a classic 
pulse with CV controllable PWM. 
B is a triangle cored circuit which produces natural Sine, Triangle, Square (sub options) and a 
stepped ‘double-pulse’ waveform with CV controllable PWM (softer characteristic than 
classic pulse wave). 
 
Each osc has coarse and fine frequency controls. One thing to note is that they both have 
different ranges due to their different core architectures. So matching the frequency knobs 
in pointer position won’t necessarily result in the same pitch. 
 
Each have a 1V/octave input jack and FM input with attenuator. 
The FM range can be switched between linear and exponential. In exponential with the 
attenuator up full, the result will essentially be 1V/octave (but tracking is calibrated to the 
1V/oct input, so there may be slight differences between them). 
 
SYNC 
 
There are Sync inputs for each osc. Osc A is hard sync’d by a rising edge signal. This resets 
the waveform on each clock. 
Osc B has a soft sync input. Often referred to as frequency lock or x-lock. When tuning osc B 
to an external signal (or osc A), soft sync can be used to phase lock the signals to remove 
beat frequencies in unison tunings. 
The frequency tracking will actually lock into integer multiples of the clocking signal, but this 
can be frequency dependent for consistency. 
I find perfect intervals to work well for soft sync. Octaves, 4ths, 5ths. 
 
WAVEFOLDERS 
 
Each oscillator has its own wavefolder section and therefore has its own FINAL output. 
The wavefolder is a new implementation from my previous oscillator designs that feature 
folders. (Tòna and Tš-L) 
The fader in its centre position will approximately be a sine wave. Beyond that and the 
signal will fold in on itself several times. 
The fader all the way down can result in (near) silence, but depending on where the 
symmetry bias is set, there can be a small signal audible. 
Each wavefolder has a symmetry control which can also act as an external input. 
With nothing patched to the symmetry jack, and no INDEX routing engaged (I’ll get to the 
INDEX control shortly). The attenuverter pot will offset the sine wave positive or negative 
before the folding stages. This can affect the overtones make-up of the resulting signal.  
Patching a signal in will remove this DC bias, and the pot becomes an attenuverter over the 
incoming signal which then sums with the sine wave. 
With the faders all the way down, the wavefolder can actually be accessed independently 
from the oscillator. A signal patched into the symmetry input will run through the folder. 



The CV inputs above and below each folders’ fader sums with the fader position via an 
attenuverter. 
All CV inputs on the whole module are entirely analogue and can be modulated at audio 
rate. 
High frequency modulation over the fold depth can open up deep worlds of formant tones 
and growls! 
 
MULTIPLY SECTION 
 
The multiply output/section can also stand alone in the same way the wavefolders can be 
accessed independently. 
The two circled jacks between the DEPTH knob and the MULTIPLY output are inputs. 
Each oscillators’ sine wave signal is normalled to these jacks. So, with nothing patched in, 
the default output is the multiplication signal of the two sine waves. 
 
The button selects RING, AM and RECT. 

• RING functions as a full 4 quadrant multiplier/bi-polar amplitude modulation. In 
other words, classic ring modulation. 

• The AM and RECT settings change the character of the top input/oscillator A’s sine 
wave. 

• AM is half wave rectification (negative voltage removed and cropped at 0V) and 
RECT is full wave rectification of the top signal (negative polarity signals are inverted 
positive). 

These rectification options apply to any external signal patched to the top circled jack. 
I found during development that the ring mod tone can sound quieter than it’s amplitude 
actually is. I increased the maximum multiplication amplitude available. With the depth pot 
pointing roughly at the top circled jack gives a good ‘unity’ gain in amplitude. Beyond that 
the signal will clip, but not in a particularly harsh way. 
 
OTHER TOP-LEVEL PANEL CONTROLS 
 
I’ll cover the remaining top-level controls - those which have specific labelling on the 
faceplate - before diving into the INDEX routing: 
 

• The LFO button drops osc A into LFO ranges. It still tracks 1V/oct if that’s required at 
sub audio frequencies. It will also reset on a rising edge signal at the SYNC input. 

• The LINK button will apply routing from each 1V/octave input to the others’ normal 
pin. This means that a single CV can be applied to either oscillator. With LINK lit, both 
oscillators will track this signal. 

• SUB. When this button is unlit, the square wave is produced at the oscillator’s 
fundamental frequency. When lit white, it will drop and octave below. When yellow, 
two octaves below. 

• SYNC. When it it lit yellow, oscillator A will link to B’s SYNC input. Osc B now soft 
syncs to osc A. When it is lit white, osc B’s SUB out signal will hard sync osc A. The 
octaves can of course be changed and it is the resulting frequency that clocks osc A. 

• [I’ll come back to MOD after explaining the INDEX.] 
 
 



 
INDEX 
 
The INDEX knob and attenuverted CV are global controls. 
The INDEX button acts as a shift button. While held, the other 6 buttons can be used to 
enable or disable internal modulation routings. 
These routings are displayed as lit for enabled and unlit for disabled while the INDEX button 
is held. 
The signals that are routed are once again, duplicates of each oscillators’ sine wave. 
There are two internal linear VCA’s that are controlled simultaneously by the INDEX 
knob/CV. These VCA’s control the internal modulation signals’ depth/amplitude. 
The destinations for these modulation signals are the FM inputs, wavefolder symmetry, 
wavefolder depth and PWM of the opposite oscillator. 
The four outer buttons (LFO, MOD, SUB and LINK) map corner to corner with the 4 
wavefolder CV inputs. 
LFO and MOD can be used to turn on and off routing of osc B’s INDEX controlled sine wave 
to osc B’s symmetry and wavefolder depth inputs respectively. 
And in the same way, LINK and SUB enable/disable osc A’s modulation signal to rout to osc 
B’s symmetry and wavefold CV inputs. 
The remaining two buttons (SYNC and RING/AM/RECT) enable/disable routing to the two 
FM inputs. 
[There is a graphic I produced that shows this more clearly] 
 
MOD 
 
MOD is a top-level control that controls the routing of the INDEX signals to the opposite 
oscillators PWM CV input. 
When lit white. Each oscs’ modulation signal is routed to the others PWM. Depth controlled 
by the INDEX controls. 
The CV inputs sum with the PWM pots. 
If it is lit yellow, only osc A’s modulation signal is routed to osc B’s PWM input. But not the 
other direction. 
 
FINAL THOUGHTS 
 
I think that covers it for the module’s IO. 
There are a LOT of combinations for routing and timbre/texture control. 
It can be easy to get lost in the sounds it creates. But once you have a grasp on the button 
mapping corner to corner for timbre modulation and the remaining two for FM. Pressing 
the INDEX button will immediately display what is routed where. 
Patching into a CV input will of course take priority and break the normal of any internal 
modulation signal. 
 
There are many patches/configurations I intend on giving as examples in the full manual 
eventually. 
I’ve found many ways to create amazingly deep formant tones using timbre modulation and 
via an entirely different means of multiplication and hard sync. 
There is also a trick I found to give an extra waveform that comprises of the fundamental 
and then all the successive even harmonics. 



Its perhaps not quite as true a generation of this waveform as some other modules out 
there. But with some FFT analysis, I got it pretty damn close! 
I think I show that right at the end of my video. It uses the multiplier to multiply two outputs 
of osc B. 


